VILA GALÉ TAVIRA
ALGARVE – PORTUGAL
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VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

SET IN THE CENTER OF TAVIRA

AND ARAB
INSPIRED

Set in the historic Algarve town of Tavira,
this hotel features a distinctive decoration
and recreates an Arabic ambiance
alluding to the past of southern Portugal.
Composed of 268 rooms, it offers
gastronomy services and large public
areas that make this unit ideal for leisure
stays or for holding events and incentives.
During your stay in Tavira, discover
the historic center with its remarkable
architecture, the Ribeira Market and the
city Castle and Walls.

VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

ROOMS
The Vila Galé Tavira hotel has a total
of 268 bedrooms. Among them, we
highlight 6 suites that are suitable for
accommodating families. Three rooms are
adapted for people with reduced mobility.
Telephone
Free wi-fi service
Air conditioning
LCD television
Cable TV
Mini-bar
Safe *
Private bathroom with telephone
Hair dryer
Make-up mirror **
Free personal care products
Electronic safety door lock
24-hour Room service
Balcony
Kettle **
* addicional cost
** depending on availability

VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

SERVICES
To meet its guests’ needs, the Vila Galé
Tavira hotel offers the following:
Gardens and outdoor areas
Outdoor pool for adults and children
Free wi-fi internet access
Garage * *
Nep Club
Laundry service *
Access for people with reduced mobility
Health Club **
Game room
24-hour Reception

* for an additional cost
** it is compulsory to use a swimming
cap in the indoor pool

VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

ENTERTAINMENT
From April till October, the hotel offers
entertainment programs for adults
and children with specialized monitors
performing activities in the pools,
outdoors and in the NEP club.

VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

RESTAURANTS
AND BARS
The Vila Galé Tavira hotel has one
restaurant and two bars available
for its clients:

‘ALADINO’ RESTAURANT
It is the hotel’s main restaurant. It offers a buffet
service for breakfast (from 7 to 10:30 a.m.) and
buffet or à la carte at lunch (12:30 to 2:30 p.m.)
and at dinner (7 to 10 p.m.).

‘ALIBABAR’ BAR
This is the hotel’s bar of excellence and it is ideal
for relaxing in the evening or for having an aftermeal drink. It is open from 10 p.m. to midnight.

POOL BAR
The Pool Bar is open between June and
September from 10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. It offers
drinks and snacks during the Summer season.

VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

EVENT ROOMS
Vila Galé Tavira has the ideal space for
your business meetings. Having you and
your company in mind, it offers rooms for
meetings, congresses or team building
actions, but also adaptable to other event
types. We have the right solutions to
provide memorable moments.
ATIVIDADES
Golf
Nautical sports
Boat tours
Jeep Safari

SERVIÇOS
Audiovisual equipment rental
Wi-fi internet access
Catering

VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

WELLNESS
Vila Galé Tavira features a Health Club
that is designed for providing well-being
to all customers. It is available every day
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and its access is
free for guests.
Children under 12 years of age are only
allowed under the supervision of an adult
and the use of the jacuzzi and Turkish
bath is limited to people aged over 16.
Here you may enjoy the following:
Heated indoor pool
Jacuzzi
Turkish bath
Gym
Massage and aesthetic treatment rooms

VILA GALÉ TAVIRA

ACTIVITIES IN THE
SURROUNDING AREA
Making the best of the privileged location
of Vila Galé Tavira, we suggest the
following activities, so that you have
a perfect stay:
Ilha de Tavira beach
São Sebastião Hermitage
Santa Maria do Castelo Church
Roman bridge of Rio Gilão
Cacela Velha Viewpoint
Tavira Castle
Misericórdia Church
Museum of Tuna
Natural Park of Ria Formosa
Shuttle bus *
Boat trip to the Tavira island beach *
* subject to an additional charge
** only open during Summer
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